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Abstrat. The high prevalence and incidence rates of chronic wounds represent high financial 
costs for patients, families, health services, and for society in general. Therefore, the proper 
training of health professionals engaged in the diagnosis and treatment of these wounds can 
have a very positive impact on the reduction of costs.  
As technology advances rapidly, the knowledge acquired at school soon becomes outdated, and 
only through lifelong learning can skills be constantly updated. Information and 
Communication Technologies play a decisive role in this field. We have prepared a cost 
estimate model of Non-Training, using a Simulator (Web Based System – e-fer) for the 
diagnosis and treatment of chronic wounds.  
The preliminary results show that the costs involved in the diagnosis and treatment of chronic 
wounds are markedly higher in health professionals with less specialized training. 
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1   Introduction  
 
The prevalence and incidence rates of chronic wounds are substantial in the world [1] 
and, in addition to the obvious impacts they have on the quality of life, they represent 
very high economic costs for patients, families, health services, and for society in 
general [2,3]. For instance, the estimates point to a spending between 2.3 and 3.1 
billion pounds (2005-2006 prices) per year in the United Kingdom [4] and 7 billion 
dollars in the USA, in 2007 (in dressing materials alone), a number that can rise to 20 
billion dollars if other costs related to salaries, hospitalization, infection control, 
among others, are taken into consideration [5]. 
The training of health care professionals involved in the diagnosis and treatment of 
chronic wounds plays a decisive role in the control and optimization of costs, simply 
because by associating the technological advances of materials and equipment with 
adequate and standard guidelines on prevention and treatment, there will be a very 
positive impact on the clinical and economic results [6], and, therefore, a large portion 
of the financial load can be avoided [4]. 



In a context of fast-moving scientific and technological advances, knowledge 
acquired at school soon becomes outdated [7] and only through lifelong learning can 
we achieve professional updating. Information and Communication Technologies 
provide the health professionals with the means to access, interpret and apply the 
organizational knowledge, best practices, competences and skills, leading to more 
positive clinical results, thus maximizing cost reduction [8]. 
 
We have prepared a cost estimate model of non-training, using a Simulator (Web 
Based System – e-fer) for the diagnosis and treatment of chronic wounds. The use of 
such a simulator and of virtual cases has allowed us to overcome methodological 
problems and ethical constraints we faced when devising the experience, when we 
searched for empirical evidence to support the general hypothesis that costs vary 
according to the training of health professionals involved in the diagnosis and 
treatment of chronic wounds. 
 

2   Materials and methods  
 
(1) We developed a Web Based Learning (e-fer) that allows us to submit virtual cases 
of patients with chronic wounds, including the pictorial and non-pictorial information 
(time of evolution, location, size, tunnelization, oedema, hardening, smell, exudate, 
pain) on the wound, socio-demographic data, medical history, mobility and nutrition 
status, and the adequate diagnosis and treatment options. Nine virtual cases of patients 
with chronic wounds were validated (4 leg ulcers, 3 pressure ulcers, 2 diabetic foot 
ulcers), through the double-blind peer review. 

(2) We developed a mathematical model to estimate the costs of chronic wounds 
(Figure1) which, in a society perspective, takes into account variables such as the 
Expected Treatment Time, Direct Costs (dressing costs, labour costs, travel costs from 
patient home to health service, travel costs from health service to patient home and 
costs of equipment for pressure relieving support) and Indirect Costs (productivity 
losses by patient, if the patient is a worker, and productivity losses by familiar that 
support patient. By applying the mathematical model to the virtual cases validated, we 
prepared the Optimum Cost matrices (estimated costs for the optimum treatment 
options). 
 
(3) We developed a Web Based System (e-fer Simulator) that allows the simulation of 
decision-making in the treatment of the virtual cases of chronic wounds. The 
application of the mathematical model to the options chosen by the users enables the 
preparation of Cost of Decision  matrices (estimated costs for the treatment options 
selected in the e-fer Simulator).  

 
 
 
 



Figure 1 – Cost Estimation Model 
 

( ) PLPPLFCETCphTChsLCWDCWETTTC ++++++×=  

Where: 
TC – Total Costs 
ETT – Expected Treatment Time (weeks) 
 

( )APIHrADIHrDIHrWWIHrHTETT +++=  

HT - Healing Time 
WWIHr - Wound Washing Impact in healing rate 
DIHr - Dressing Impact in healing rate 
ADIHr - Additional Dressing Impact in healing rate 
APIHr -  Additional Procedure Impact in healing rate 
 
DCW – Dressing Costs per Week 

DCPDCDCW ×=  
DCP- Dressing Change periodicity, per week 
DC- Dressing (materials) Costs, per week 
 
LCW –Labour (nursing) Costs per Week 

( )[ ]( )DCPSmobLCLCW ×−+×= 125,0120min  

Smob –Mobility status (1 if the patient is autonomous ; 0 if the patient is not autonomous) 
LCmin – Labour Costs per minute 
 
TChs – Travel costs from patient home to Health Service  – per week 

( ) SmobDCPTChs ××= 4,9  

 
TCph – Travel costs from Health Service to patient home – per week [ ]( )[ ]( ) ( )SmobDCPLCSmobTCph −××+−++= 1min20125,014,46,10  

 
CE – Costs of Equipment for pressure relieving support 

PRCErgCPRMCE ++=  

PRM – Pressure relieving Mattress 
ErgC – Ergonomic Chair 
PRC – Pressure Relieving Cushion 
 
PLF – Productivity losses by familiar that support patient. 

ETTDCPDPVPLF ××=
2

 

DPV – Daily production value 
 
PLP – Productivity losses by patient (if the patient is a worker) 
 
 
Age2 –  0 if ? 65 years old 
1 if < 65 years old 
 
 

27 AgeSmobETTDPVPLP ×××=

 



 (4) We conducted a quasi-experimental pre-test/post-test study with a non-equivalent 
control group, including 12 health professionals in each group. Participants were pre-
tested with the e-fer Simulator (nine virtual cases) prior to starting an accredited 
training programme on the prevention and treatment of chronic wounds (totalling 35 
hours of theory and practice). The experimental group alone attended the training 
programme. Both groups were post-tested with the e-fer Simulator (same nine virtual 
cases) at the end of training (Figure2). The results were analysed with the Man-
Whitney and Wilcoxon nonparametric test, with 95% confidence interval. 
 

Figure 2 -  Quasi-experimental study design 
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3   Results 
The results reflect the difference between Optimal Costs and the Costs of Action 
observed in the groups. 
The groups were homogeneous with regard to the Cost of Decision in the pre-test 
(U=64; p=0.641; 95,5 % CI = -5741,45€ to 4122,89€). 
In the Experimental Group, the costs involved in the treatment of virtual cases were 
fewer in the post-test (figure 3), with a statistically significant difference (Z= -3.059; 
p= 0.002; 95,8 % CI = -5057,43€ to 13106,51€).  
 



Figure 3 – Difference between Optimal Costs and Costs of Decision observed in 
Experimental Group (before and after training) 
 

 

 

In the Control Group, there were no statistically significant differences (Z=-0.314; 
p=0.753; 95,8%CI= -3775,78€ to 7836,31€).  
Although the Cost of Decision after training (post-test) were more than the Optimum 
Costs in both groups, we noticed that there are obvious differences between the 
Experimental Group (58.90% above the Optimum Costs) and the Control Group 
(119.19% above the Optimum Cost).  
If we consider the 2009 prices, the estimated values for the non-training costs total 
890.07 € for each wound, and 8,010.60 € for the total treatment of the nine virtual 
cases. 48% (3,852.73 €) of the savings fall on the indirect costs (salary losses of the 
reference family member and/or patient) and 52% (4,157.88 €) fall on direct costs. To 
be more precise, 22% (1,772.1 €) of the savings are related to the nurse’s salaries and 
travel expenses, 19% (1,541.52 €) to the patient’s travel expenses to the Health 
Service, and 11% (873.84 €) to the costs of dressing materials. 
 

 



4   Conclusion 
 
We believe that it is possible to estimate the costs of no training on several areas of 
health care, and to avoid methodological and ethical constraints in research by 
following the proposed method. Based on the development of Web Based Learning 
Systems that allow experts to submit virtual cases built upon real experiences, 
including all relevant data and the adequate diagnosis and treatment options, this 
method envisages the development of simulators that allow trainees to diagnose and 
treat patients in a virtual environment. Finally, by taking on a mathematical model 
that allows for cost estimation, it is possible to estimate the cost of non-training. 
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